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1. INTRODUCTION
The spectral theory for difference equations and systems, which include discrete analogs of Sturm–
Liouville and Hamiltonian systems of differential equations, has a long history and a considerable
literature which we will not attempt to delineate here other than to cite the following works, and
the references therein, to give the reader a sense of the scope of the subject in time and content,
cf. [2, 7, 10–13, 34, 35, 39]. In connection with this, the development of a Weyl-Titchmarsh theory for
discrete Hamiltonian and symplectic systems parallel to that which exists for Hamiltonian systems of
differential equations is of relatively recent origin, cf. [3–5, 9, 10, 14, 26, 29, 33, 36, 37]. Our current
paper contributes to this ongoing development.
We investigate the nonhomogeneous problem as well as the basic development of linear relations
associated with discrete symplectic systems written in the so-called time-reversed form given by
zkpλq “ Skpλq zk`1pλq with Skpλq – Sk ` λVk and k P N0, (Sλ)
where λ P C is the spectral parameter, N0 – r0,8qXZ, and Sk and Vk are complex 2nˆ2n matrices
such that
S˚kJSk “ J , S
˚
kJ Vk is Hermitian, V˚kJ Vk “ 0, and Ψk – JSkJV˚kJ ě 0, (1.1)
where J represents a 2n ˆ 2n skew-symmetric matrix given by J –
`
0 I
´I 0
˘
.
We note (viz. Lemma 2.2) that the first, second, and third identities in (1.1), i.e., (1.1)(i)–(iii), can
be combined into the single equality
S
˚
kpλ¯qJ Skpλq “ J for all λ P C and k P N0, (1.2)
where S˚kpλ¯q – pSkpλ¯qq˚. Identity (1.2) justifies the terminology symplectic system for (Sλ), though
system (Sλ) corresponds to the well-known time-reversed discrete symplectic system introduced in [8,
Remark 4] only when λ P R; particularly, the case when λ “ 0. In addition, system (Sλ) can also
be viewed as a perturbation of the original symplectic system zk “ Skzk`1, i.e., of (Sλ) with λ “ 0,
but for which the fundamental properties of symplectic systems remain true with appropriate, natural,
modifications.
In [9, 14], the Weyl–Titchmarsh theory was first established for discrete symplectic systems given
by
zk`1pλq “ S
´1
k zkpλq, k P N0, (1.3)
in which a special form for Vk is assumed; the proper generalization is later derived in [37], see
also [38]. The results given in [37] for system (1.3) remain valid for system (Sλ) with standard changes
given for the definition of the semi-inner product, viz. (2.13) (cf. [37, Theorem 2.8 and Section 4]),
and for the associated weight function, viz. (1.1)(iv) (cf. [37, Identity (1.1)(iv)]).
Consideration here of the time-reversed form given in system (Sλ), rather than that given in sys-
tem (1.3), is motivated, in part, by a desire to produce more natural calculations involving the semi-
inner product and in particular a more natural form for a Green function associated with nonhomoge-
neous discrete symplectic systems, viz. Lemma 4.2. We can also associate with system (Sλ) a densely
defined operator, because there is no shift in the associated semi-inner product (cf. Theorem 5.4
and [28]). Moreover, this approach will enable us in subsequent research to generalize these results
and unify them with the continuous time case by means of the time scale theory.
Given the inherent semi-definiteness of the function Ψ defined in (1.1) (cf. (2.2)), it is natural
to consider the construction of linear relations in association with (Sλ), their extensions and their
associated spectral theory. The theory of linear relations provides powerful tools for the study of
multivalued linear operators in a Hilbert space, especially for non-densely defined linear operators.
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The study of linear relations in this context traces back to [1]; see also [15–17, 20] and the references
therein. For linear Hamiltonian differential systems given by
´ J z1ptq “
“
Hptq ` λW ptq
‰
zptq, (1.4)
where Hptq and W ptq are Hermitian and W ptq is positive semi-definite, this approach was initiated
in [27] and further developed, e.g., in [6, 21, 22, 25].
In [30], linear relations are considered in association with the linear Hamiltonian difference system
∆
ˆ
xk
uk
˙
“
`
Hk ` λWk
˘ˆxk`1
uk
˙
, Hk –
ˆ
Ak Bk
Ck ´A
˚
k
˙
, Wk –
˜
0 W
r1s
k
´W
r2s
k 0
¸
, (1.5)
where Bk and Ck are Hermitian matrices, W rjsk ě 0, j “ 1, 2, and the matrix A˜k – I´Ak is invertible.
Here, we note that the invertibility assumption and the additional requirementW r1sk pI´Akq´1W
r2s
k ” 0
imply that system (1.5) can be written as a discrete system whose form is given by (Sλ); cf. [31,
Formula (2.3)]. On the other hand, with the supplementary assumption concerning the invertibility of
the n ˆ n matrix in the left upper block of the matrix Skpλq, k P N0, system (Sλ) can be written as
the linear Hamiltonian difference system but with a nonlinear dependence on the spectral parameter,
see [38]. Moreover, using the time scale theory, see e.g. [18], it can be seen that the discrete symplectic
systems given by (Sλ) provide a proper discrete analogue of linear Hamiltonian differential systems.
Finally, let us note that system (Sλ) includes any even order Sturm–Liouville difference equation;
cf. [8, Remark 2], [40], and see also Example 3.4.
Hence, we shall introduce minimal and maximal linear relations associated with our discrete sym-
plectic system and establish fundamental properties for them in analogy with [25, Section 2] for sys-
tem (1.4) and [30, Section 5] for system (1.5). Moreover, the reader can observe an essential differ-
ence, one which appears natural in the context of the time scale theory, in the assumptions for systems
(1.4) and (Sλ) concerning the invertibility of W and Ψ, respectively. While the matrix W can be
invertible, the matrix Ψk is singular for every k P N0, see (1.1).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present fundamental prop-
erties of system (Sλ) and recall some basic facts from the theory of linear relations. In Section 3 we
discuss the definiteness condition for system (Sλ), which plays a crucial role in the spectral theory, and
derive some equivalent characterizations. A nonhomogeneous discrete symplectic system is studied
in Section 4. Concluding with Section 5, the maximal and minimal linear relations associated with
the discrete symplectic systems are introduced and their fundamental properties, such as a relation-
ship between the deficiency indices of the minimal relation in a suitable Hilbert space and the number
of square summable solutions of system (Sλ), are established. In this final section, we also present
a sufficient condition providing the existence of a densely defined operator associated with the discrete
symplectic system.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, matrices will be considered over the field of complex numbers
C. For any λ P C we denote its imaginary part by ℑpλq. By Crˆs, r, s P N, we mean the space
of r ˆ s complex matrices and Crˆ1 will be denoted by Cr for r P N. With M P Crˆs, let MJ
denote the transpose, and let M˚ denote the adjoint or conjugate transpose of the matrix M ; for
parameter dependent matrices, M˚pλq – Mpλq˚. Let M ě 0 and M ď 0 indicate that M is positive
or negative semi-definite, respectively. Similarly, M ą 0 (respectively, M ă 0) denotes a positive
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definite (respectively, negative definite) matrix. By J we denote the real 2n ˆ 2n skew-symmetric
matrix given as
J –
ˆ
0 In
´In 0
˙
, (2.1)
where In is the nˆ n identity matrix.
If I denotes an interval in R, then the associated discrete interval in the set of integers, Z, is denoted
by IZ – I X Z. In particular, N “ r1,8qZ, and N0 “ r0,8qZ. However, in practice, IZ will be
referred as the discrete interval I. Hence, for the discrete interval I, by CpIqrˆs we denote the space
of sequences, defined on I, of complex r ˆ s matrices, where typically r P tn, 2nu and 1 ď s ď 2n.
If S P CpIqrˆs, then Spkq – Sk for k P I; if Spλq P CpIqrˆs, then Spλ, kq – Skpλq for k P I.
When S P CpIqmˆs, and T P CpIqsˆn, then ST P CpIqmˆn, where pST qk – SkTk, k P I. The
set C0pIqrˆs represents the subspace of CpIqrˆs consisting of sequences compactly supported in the
discrete interval I. The symbol ∆ means the forward difference operator acting on CpIqrˆs, where
p∆zqk – zk`1 ´ zk, for all k P I and all z P CpIqrˆs. We shall also use the customary equivalence
given by p∆zqk – ∆zk. Moreover, we let zk
ˇˇn
m
– zn ´ zm.
2.2. Time-reversed discrete symplectic systems. The basic relations given in the next lemma are
easily shown and used throughout.
Lemma 2.1. The following is true with J defined as in (2.1), and S,V,Ψ P C2nˆ2n :
(i) S˚JS “ J if and only if SJ S˚ “ J ;
(ii) S˚JS “ J if and only if S´1 “ ´JS˚J ;
(iii) if V – J ˚ΨS “ ´JΨS, where S˚JS “ J , and
Ψ˚ “ Ψ, ΨJΨ “ 0, (2.2)
then
pV˚JSq˚ “ V˚JS, pVJS˚q˚ “ VJS˚, V˚JV “ VJV˚ “ 0, (2.3)
and Ψ “ JSJV˚J . However, if S˚JS “ J and V P C2nˆ2n satisfies (2.3), then Ψ –
JSJV˚J satisfies (2.2), and V “ J ˚ΨS.
Lemma 2.1 establishes a correspondence between the matrix pairs tS,Ψu and tS,Vu in which S
satisfies S˚JS “ J , Ψ satisfies (2.2) and V satisfies (2.3). The first part of the next result is also
easily verified, while the second part follows as in the proof of [37, Lemma 2.2]. Let us note a typo in
the latter reference, where the absolute value is missing.
Lemma 2.2. Let Spλq “ S ` λV , where S,V P C2nˆ2n, λ P C. Then S˚pλ¯qJ Spλq “ J for all λ P C
if and only if S˚JS “ J , and V satisfies (2.3). Moreover, |det Spλq| “ 1.
Relevant to these two lemmas, we assume that the next conditions hold for the remainder of the
paper.
Hypothesis 2.3. For S,Ψ P CpN0q2nˆ2n, and for each k P N0, the following is assumed:
(i) S˚kJSk “ J ;
(ii) Ψk satisfies (2.2) and Ψk ě 0;
(iii) Skpλq – Sk ` λVk, where Vk – ´JΨkSk.
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Given this hypothesis, note that Vk satisfies (2.3) for all k P N0, then by Lemma 2.1 we have
Ψk “ JSkJV
˚
kJ , k P N0,
and by Lemma 2.2 also S˚kpλ¯qJ Skpλq “ J for all k P N0 and all λ P C.
The discrete symplectic system in time-reversed form is now given by
zkpλq “ Skpλq zk`1pλq, k P N0, (Sλ)
where zpλq P CpN0q2nˆm, and 1 ď m ď 2n. In the future, (Sν) will denote a system of the form given
in (Sλ) with the parameter λ replaced by ν. Note that identity (1.2), the invertibility of Skpλq from
Lemma 2.2, and J ´1 “ ´J imply, for all k P N0 and all λ P C, that
S
´1
k pλq “ ´J S
˚
kpλ¯qJ , (2.4)
with the consequent existence of unique solutions on N0, zpλq P C2nˆmpN0q, for system (Sλq.
Lemma 2.4 (Wronskian-type identity). Let λ P C and m P N. For solutions zpλq P CpN0q2nˆm and
zpλ¯q P CpN0q
2nˆm of (Sλ) and (Sλ¯), respectively, we have, for all k P N0,
z˚k pλqJ zkpλ¯q “ z
˚
0
pλqJ z0pλ¯q.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2.2 since
z˚k pλqJ zkpλ¯q “ z
˚
k`1pλq S
˚
kpλqJ Skpλ¯q zk`1pλ¯q “ z
˚
k`1pλqJ zk`1pλ¯q,
for all k P N0, λ P C. 
Throughout, we shall let Φpλq P CpN0q2nˆ2n denote a fundamental system of solutions for (Sλ). If
this fundamental system is such that, for some k0 P N0,
Φ˚k0pλqJ Φk0pλ¯q “ J , (2.5)
then, as an immediate consequence of the preceding lemmas,
Φ˚kpλqJ Φkpλ¯q “ J , Φ
´1
k pλq “ ´J Φ
˚
kpλ¯qJ , ΦkpλqJ Φ
˚
kpλ¯q “ J , (2.6)
for all k P N0. When Φk0pλq “ Φk0pλ¯q “ C P C2nˆ2n, note that (2.5) simply states that C is
a symplectic matrix.
We associate with the homogeneous system (Sλ) the following nonhomogeneous system
zkpλq “ Skpλqzk`1pλq ´ JΨkfk, k P N0, (Sfλ)
where f P CpN0q2nˆm, 1 ď m ď 2n. In analogy to previous notation, (Sgν) denotes the nonho-
mogeneous system of the form given in (Sfλ), but with λ replaced by ν and f replaced by g. When
convenient, we shall suppress the dependence of z on λ when λ “ 0. Note also that (Sλ) is equivalent
to (S0λ).
The next result presents an essential tool used throughout; cf. [37, Theorem 2.6] and [14, Iden-
tity (5.3)].
Theorem 2.5 (Extended Lagrange identity). Let λ, ν P C and 1 ď m ď 2n. If zpλq P CpN0q2nˆm
and upνq P CpN0q2nˆm are solutions of systems (Sfλ) and (Sgν), respectively, with f, g P CpN0q2nˆm.
Then,
∆
“
z˚k pλqJ ukpνq
‰
“ pλ¯´ νq z˚k pλqΨk ukpνq ` f
˚
k Ψk ukpνq ´ z
˚
k pλqΨk gk, (2.7)
z˚j pλqJ ujpνq
ˇˇˇk`1
0
“ pλ¯´ νq
kÿ
j“0
z˚j pλqΨj ujpνq `
kÿ
j“0
f˚j Ψj ujpνq ´
kÿ
j“0
z˚j pλqΨj gj. (2.8)
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1 (cf. (1.1)) and (2.4), we see that
∆rz˚k pλqJ ukpνqs
“
“
S
´1
k pλq zkpλq ` S
´1
k pλqJ Ψkfk
‰˚
J
“
S
´1
k pνq ukpνq ` S
´1
k pνqJ Ψkgk
‰
´ z˚k pλqJ ukpνq
“ z˚k pλq
“
S
˚´1
k pλqJ S
´1
k pνq ´ J
‰
ukpνq ` f
˚
k Ψk ukpνq ´ z
˚
k pλqΨk gk
“ pλ¯´ νq z˚k pλqΨk ukpνq ` f
˚
k Ψk ukpνq ´ z
˚
k pλqΨk gk,
which yields (2.7); which in turn, by summation, yields (2.8). 
Finally, the following equivalent expression of system (Sfλ) will play a key role in the results estab-
lished in Section 5.
Lemma 2.6. System (Sfλ) can be written equivalently as
J
`
zkpλq ´ Skzk`1pλq
˘
“ λΨkzkpλq `Ψkfk, k P N0. (2.9)
Proof. Since one can easily observe from the identities in (2.3) that it holds
Skpλq “ pI ´ λJ ΨkqSk for all k P N0, (2.10)
system (Sfλ) can be also expressed as
zkpλq “ pI ´ λJ ΨkqSk zk`1pλq ´ J Ψk fk, k P N0. (2.11)
Since pI ´ λJ Ψkq´1 “ pI ` λJ Ψkq, which follows immediately from (2.2), we obtain from (2.11)
that
Skzk`1pλq “ zkpλq ` λJ Ψk zkpλq ` J Ψk fk, k P N0,
which after multiplication by the matrix J from the left yields (2.9). 
If we denote the left side of (2.9) by
L pzpλqqk – J pzkpλq ´ Skzk`1pλqq, (2.12a)
then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that system (Sfλ) is equivalent to
L pzpλqqk “ λΨkzkpλq `Ψkfk, k P N0. (2.12b)
Hence L represents a linear map on CpN0q2nˆm with 1 ď m ď 2n, and (2.12) will be summarized by
writing L pzpλqq “ λΨzpλq `Ψf .
2.3. Sequence spaces. With respect to the assumption in Hypothesis 2.3 that Ψ P CpN0q2nˆ2n is
a sequence with positive semi-definite terms, we define a semi-inner product for CpN0q2n by
xz, wyΨ,I –
ÿ
kPI
z˚k Ψk wk, (2.13)
where z, w P CpN0q2n, and I Ď N0 is a discrete subinterval. The associated linear space of all square
summable sequences is denoted by
ℓ2
Ψ
pIq –
 
z P CpN0q
2n | }z}Ψ,I ă 8
(
,
where }¨}Ψ,I –
a
x¨, ¨yΨ,I denotes the associated semi-norm. When I “ N0 the corresponding semi-
inner product and semi-norm will be denoted by x¨, ¨yΨ, and }¨}Ψ, respectively. The quotient space
obtained by factoring out the kernel of the semi-norm is denoted by
ℓ˜2
Ψ
pIq – ℓ2
Ψ
pIq
L 
z P CpN0q
2n | }z}Ψ,I “ 0
(
.
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Then, with respect to the equivalence classes z˜ P ℓ˜2
Ψ
pIq, we see that ℓ˜2
Ψ
pIq is a Banach space with
respect to the norm generated by the quotient space map, πpzq “ z˜, and a Hilbert space with respect
to the associated inner product where xz˜, w˜yΨ,I – xz, wyΨ,I (cf. [31, Lemma 2.5]).
In light of this notation, we define
ℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q –
 
z P C0pN0q
2n | z0 “ 0
(
,
and
ℓ 2
Ψ,1pN0q –
 
z P CpN0q
2n X ℓ2
Ψ
pIq | D N P N0 such that Ψk zk “ 0 for k ě N
(
.
2.4. Linear relations. We now recall some basic facts from the theory of linear relations relevant to
the case at hand; cf. [15–17, 20]. Let H denote a Hilbert space over the field of complex numbers,
C, with an inner product x¨, ¨y. A (closed) linear relation T in H is a (closed) linear subspace of the
product space H 2 – H ˆH , i.e., the Hilbert space of all ordered pairs tz, fu such that z, f P H .
The domain, range, kernel, and the multivalued part of T are respectively defined as
domT –
 
z P H | Df P H , tz, fu P T
(
, ranT –
 
f P H | Dz P H , tz, fu P T
(
,
ker T –
 
z P H | tz, 0u P T
(
, mul T –
 
f P H | t0, fu P T
(
.
In general, we let T pzq – tf P H | tz, fu P T u, and note that a linear relation, T , is the graph of
a linear operator in H when T p0q “ t0u, i.e., when the subspace mulT is trivial. The inverse of T ,
denoted as T´1, is the linear relation
T´1 –
 
tf, zu | tz, fu P T
(
and note that domT´1 “ ranT , ranT´1 “ domT , ker T´1 “ mulT , and mulT´1 “ ker T . The
adjoint T ˚ of the linear relation T is defined by
T ˚ –
 
ty, gu P H 2 | xz, gy “ xf, yy, @ tz, fu P T
(
. (2.14)
The definition of T ˚ reduces to the standard definition for the graph of the adjoint operator when T is
a densely defined operator. Then T ˚ is a closed linear relation and we have
T ˚ “ pT q˚, T ˚˚ “ T , ker T ˚ “ pranT qK “ pranT qK, and pdomT qK “ mul T ˚, (2.15)
where T denotes the closure of T . A linear relation T is said to be symmetric (or Hermitian) if T Ď T ˚,
and it is said to be self-adjoint if T ˚ “ T . It is easily seen that T is a symmetric linear relation if and
only if xz, gy “ xf, yy for all tz, fu, ty, gu P T .
With λ P C, and with T a linear relation, we define the linear relation, T ´ λI , by
T ´ λI –
 
tz, f ´ λzu | tz, fu P T
(
, (2.16)
and note that pT ´ λIq˚ “ T ˚ ´ λ¯I . Then,
MλpT q – ranpT ´ λ¯Iq
K (2.17)
is said to be the defect subspace of T and λ, and its dimension, i.e.,
dλpT q – dimpranpT ´ λ¯Iq
Kq, (2.18)
is said to be the deficiency index of T and λ. Since
ranpT ´ λ¯IqK “ kerpT ˚ ´ λIq “
 
z P H | tz, λzu P T ˚
(
,
the deficiency indices of T and T with the same λ are equal by (2.15); cf. [32, Lemma 2.4]. We let
d`pT q – dipT q, d´pT q – d´ipT q,
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denote the so-called positive and negative deficiency indices of T , respectively. If T is a symmetric
linear relation, the values of dλpT q are constant in the open upper and lower half-planes of C; cf. [32,
Theorem 2.13]. The linear relation T has self-adjoint extensions if and only if the positive and negative
deficiency indices are equal; cf. [17, Corollary 6.4]. Finally, for a closed symmetric linear relation T ,
it was shown in [25, Lemma 2.25], when λ P R and kerpT ´ λIq “ t0u, that
dλpT q ď d˘pT q. (2.19)
3. DEFINITENESS
In this section, we characterize the definiteness condition associated with the semi-inner product
(2.13) when the sequence, Ψ P CpN0q2nˆ2n, possesses positive semi-definite elements. This condition
plays a significant role in the spectral theory, particularly the Weyl–Titchmarsh theory, associated with
the linear expression L given in (2.12); cf. [37]. The condition is frequently called as the Atkinson
condition; cf. [2, Inequality (3.7.10)]. Similar treatment in connection with the linear Hamiltonian
differential and difference systems can be found in [6, 25] and [30], respectively.
Definition 3.1. System (Sλ) is said to be definite on a nonempty discrete interval I Ď N0 if, for each
λ P C and for every nontrivial solution zpλq of system (Sλ), i.e., L pzpλqqk “ λΨkzkpλq for k P N0,ÿ
kPI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ą 0. (3.1)
Remark 3.2. Alternatively, the definiteness condition for (Sλ) can be stated in the following way:
System (Sλ) is definite on the discrete interval I Ď N0 when, for every λ P C, every solution zpλq
of (Sλ), for which ÿ
kPI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq “ 0, (3.2)
is trivial on I, i.e. zkpλq “ 0, k P I, and as a consequence of invertibility for Skpλq (cf. (2.4)) trivial
on N0. Furthermore, from the assumption that Ψk ě 0, k P N0, it follows fromÿ
kPI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ď
ÿ
kPpI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq, I Ď pI Ď N0,
so the definiteness of (Sλ) on I implies definiteness of (Sλ) on every discrete interval superset pI, and
in particular on N0. Hence, definiteness of system (Sλ) on some finite discrete subinterval I implies,
for every λ P C, that every nontrivial solution of (Sλ) has a nonzero semi-norm }¨}Ψ. The converse of
this last statement will be shown in Lemma 3.5.
In the next lemma, we see that for (Sλ) to be definite on a discrete interval I, it suffices to verify
(3.1) for nontrivial solutions of the system for only one λ P C.
Lemma 3.3. System (Sλ) is definite on the discrete interval I Ď N0 if and only if, for some λ0 P C,
each solution zpλ0q of (Sλ0), which satisfiesÿ
kPI
z˚k pλ0qΨk zkpλ0q “ 0, (3.3)
is trivial on I, i.e., zkpλ0q “ 0 for k P I.
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Proof. We begin by assuming, for λ0 P C, that each solution zpλ0q of (Sλ0q satisfying (3.3) is neces-
sarily trivial on I, i.e., zkpλ0q “ 0, k P I. Let λ P C be arbitrary and let zpλq be a solution of system
(Sλ) such that (3.2) holds. Given Remark 3.2, it suffices to show that zpλq is trivial on I. However,
since Ψk zkpλq “ 0 for k P I, we see, by (2.12), that zpλq is also a solution of system (Sλ0) on I.
Then, by the assumed definiteness of (Sλ0) on I, (3.2) indeed implies that zkpλq “ 0, for k P I. The
converse is trivial. 
Example 3.4. The particular discrete symplectic systems investigated in [37, viz. Examples 5.1, 5.2,
and 5.3] are not definite, because they possess nontrivial solutions with semi-norm equal to zero. On
the other hand, we can provide a simple example of system (Sλ) being definite on N0; cf. Theo-
rem 3.11. Consider the following system:ˆ
xk
uk
˙
“
ˆ
1 ´1{pk`1
λwk ´ qk 1` pqk ´ λwkq{pk`1
˙ˆ
xk`1
uk`1
˙
with Ψk “
ˆ
wk 0
0 0
˙
, k P N0, (3.4)
where tpku8k“0, tqku8k“0, and twku8k“0 are real-valued sequences such that wk ě 0, pk`1 ‰ 0 for k P N0
and wk ą 0 for k P ra´1, bsZ, where a, b P r1,8qZ and a ď b. System (3.4) corresponds to the second
order Sturm–Liouville difference equation ∆ppk ∆yk´1q`qk yk “ λwk yk. With respect to Lemma 3.3
it suffices to focus on the definiteness of this system only for λ “ 0. Denote by z “ px, uqJ a solution
of system (3.4) with λ “ 0 such that Ψk zk “ 0 for k P N0, i.e., it holds
∆xk “
uk`1
pk`1
, ∆uk “ ´qk xk`1 `
qk
pk`1
uk`1, and wk xk “ 0, k P N0. (3.5)
From the assumptions and the third condition in (3.5) we obtain xk ” 0 for k P ra´ 1, bsZ and then by
the first equality in (3.5) also uk ” 0 for k P ra, bsZ. Hence z ” 0 on ra, bsZ, which implies z ” 0 on
N0, because the coefficient matrix in (3.4) is invertible. Therefore, system (3.4) is definite on ra, bsZ
and, in fact, on the whole interval N0 by Remark 3.2. △
For the remainder of this section, we assume that Φpλq represents a fundamental system of the
solutions for (Sλ) such that Φk0pλq “ I2n, for some k0 P N0. Note, as a consequence, that the terms of
Φpλq satisfy (2.6) for all k P N0.
The next result provides a characterization for definiteness of (Sλ) which is analogous to that for
(1.4), as seen in [6, Proposition 2.11].
Lemma 3.5. System (Sλ) is definite on N0 if and only if there exists a finite discrete interval I over
which the system is definite.
Proof. From Remark 3.2 we see that definiteness of (Sλ) on a finite discrete interval I implies defi-
niteness on N0. Thus, it remains to show the converse.
Assume that (Sλ) is definite on N0. In light of Lemma 3.3, we need only to show the existence of
a finite discrete interval I over which (Sλ) is definite for one value λ0 P C. Thus, let λ0 P C and for
each finite discrete subinterval I, define the set spIq:
spIq –
 
ξ P C2n | }ξ} “ 1,
ÿ
kPI
ξ˚Φ˚kpλ0qΨk Φkpλ0q ξ “ 0
(
,
where }¨} denotes a norm for C2n; spIq is compact and sppIq Ď spIq whenever I Ď pI .
Consider a collection tImumPN of nested, finite, discrete intervals such that
Ť
mPN Im “ N0. Next,
assume that there exists a vector ξ P C2n with }ξ} “ 1 such that for every m P N,ÿ
kPIm
ξ˚Φ˚kpλ0qΨk Φkpλ0q ξ “ 0.
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As a consequence, ÿ
kPN0
ξ˚Φ˚kpλ0qΨk Φkpλ0q ξ “ 0.
Then, definiteness on N0 of (Sλ) implies that Φkpλ0q ξ “ 0 for all k P N0, and hence that ξ “ 0; thus
contradicting the assumption that }ξ} “ 1. As consequence, for the nested collection of compact sets
given by tspImqumPN, č
mPN
spImq “ H.
Thus, spIm0q “ H for some m0 P N, hence demonstrating the definiteness of (Sλ) on the finite
discrete interval Im0 . 
Remark 3.6. Definiteness of (Sλ) on N0 plays a significant role in the development of the Weyl–
Titchmarsh theory for the case of a positive semi-definite weight in the definition of semi-inner prod-
uct. In [14, Hypothesis 2.4] and [37, Hypothesis 4.11], existence is assumed for an N0 P N0 such
that
N0ÿ
k“0
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ą 0
for every λ P C and every nontrivial solution, zpλq, of (Sλ). With respect to Lemma 3.5, this assump-
tion is equivalent to the definiteness of (Sλ) on N0 for some λ P C. Note also that [9, Assumption 2.2]
requires satisfaction of inequality (3.1) on every nonempty finite subinterval of N0: a condition signifi-
cantly stronger than requiring definiteness of (Sλ) on N0 as seen when (Sλ) is definite on r0, N0sZ Ă N0
and Ψk ” 0 for k ě N0 ` 1.
We now give another characterization of the definiteness for (Sλ), analogous to that given for sys-
tems (1.4) and (1.5) in [25, Sections 2.3 and 2.4] and [30, Sections 3 and 4], respectively.
For a discrete finite subinterval I Ă N0, with k0 P I, we define the 2n ˆ 2n positive semi-definite
matrix
ϕpλ, Iq–
ÿ
kPI
Φ˚kpλqΨk Φkpλq. (3.6)
in terms of the fundamental system Φpλq for (Sλ) where Φk0pλq “ I2n, for all λ P C. While ϕpλ, Iq
depends on λ and I, we next show that the kernel and the range of ϕpλ, Iq do not depend on λ, and
hence that the rank of ϕ is independent of λ.
Lemma 3.7. For a discrete finite subinterval I Ă N0, the subspaces kerϕpλ, Iq and ranϕpλ, Iq are
independent of λ P C.
Proof. Fix λ P C and ξ P kerϕpλ, Iq, and let z – Φpλqξ. Then z solves (Sλ) on I, i.e., L pzqk “
λΨk zk for k P I, while satisfying the initial condition zk0 “ ξ. As a consequence, Ψk zk “
Ψk Φkpλq ξ “ 0 for k P I. Note, for an arbitrary ν P C, that z also solves (Sν) on I, i.e.,
L pzqk “ ν Ψk zk, k P I, with zk0 “ Φk0pνqξ “ ξ. Hence, z “ Φpλqξ “ Φpνqξ, which implies
0 “ ξ˚ ϕpλ, Iq ξ “
ÿ
kPI
z˚k Ψk zk “ ξ
˚ ϕpν, Iq ξ.
Therefore, kerϕpλ, Iq Ď kerϕpν, Iq. By reversing the roles of λ and ν we obtain kerϕpλ, Iq “
kerϕpν, Iq for all λ, ν P C. The independence of ranϕpλ, Iq on λ P C follows from the fact that as
defined in (3.6), ϕpλ, Iq is Hermitian; thus, ranϕpλ, Iq “ ranϕ˚pλ, Iq “ kerϕpλ, IqK. 
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In general, given Lemma 3.7, we shall suppress λ in the following notation: kerϕpλ, Iq ” kerϕpIq,
ranϕpλ, Iq ” ranϕpIq, and rankϕpλ, Iq ” rankϕpIq for λ P C.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a discrete finite interval I, with k0 P I Ă N0, such that for any discrete
finite interval pI satisfying I Ď pI Ă N0,
rankϕpIq “ rankϕppIq, ranϕpIq “ ranϕppIq. (3.7)
Proof. For discrete finite intervals I and pI of N0, where k0 P I Ď pI Ă N0, by the definition of ϕ in
(3.6), we see that kerϕppIq Ď kerϕpIq. Then, given that ϕ is Hermitian, we see that
ranϕpIq “ kerϕpIqK Ď kerϕppIqK “ ranϕppIq,
and hence that rankϕpIq ď rankϕppIq. Since rankϕp¨q ď 2n, there must be a finite discrete interval
I such that rankϕppIq “ rankϕpIq, and ranϕppIq “ ranϕpIq for all finite discrete intervals pI
containing I. 
Next, we describe the connection between the definiteness of (Sλ) and the matrix ϕpλ, Iq for a finite
discrete interval I Ă N0.
Theorem 3.9. For a discrete finite interval I Ă N0, and with ϕpλ, Iq defined in (3.6), the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) rankϕpIq “ 2n.
(ii) kerϕpIq “ t0u.
(iii) For some λ P C, every nontrivial solution, zpλq, of (Sλ) satisfies
ř
kPI z
˚
k pλqΨk zkpλq ą 0.
(iv) For some λ P C, a solution, zpλq, of (Sλ) is necessarily trivial, i.e. zkpλq “ 0, k P I, whenř
kPI z
˚
k pλqΨk zkpλq “ 0.
Proof. Equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear, while equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from Lemma 3.3.
It suffices then to show that statements (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
Assume that (ii) is true. Any nontrivial solution zpλq of (Sλ) can be expressed as zpλq “ Φpλq ξ for
some ξ P C2nzt0u. By (ii), ϕpλ, Iq ξ ‰ 0, and by the positive semi-definiteness of ϕpλ, Iq, we see
that ÿ
kPI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq “
ÿ
kPI
ξ˚Φ˚kpλqΨk Φkpλq ξ “ ξ
˚ ϕpλ, Iq ξ ą 0.
Conversely, assume that (iii) is true, and for ξ P C2nzt0u let zpλq – Φpλq ξ. Then zpλq is a nontrivial
solution of (Sλ) and, by (iii),
ξ˚ ϕpλ, Iq ξ “
ÿ
kPI
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ą 0.
Thus ϕpλ, Iq ξ ‰ 0, and hence kerϕpIq “ t0u; implying that statement (ii) is satisfied. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.9 we get the following corollary, cf. [25, Defini-
tion 2.14].
Corollary 3.10. System (Sλ) is definite on N0 if and only if, for some finite discrete interval I Ă N0,
one of the conditions listed in Theorem 3.9 is satisfied.
For the special case of linear dependence on λ as studied in [9,14], i.e., where the spectral parameter
λ appears only in the second equation of the system, we can show the following sufficient condition
for the definiteness of system (Sλ) on N0; q.v. Example 3.4.
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Theorem 3.11. Let λ P C and Skpλq “
`
Ak Bk
Ck`λWkAk Dk`λWkBk
˘
with Ak,Bk, Ck,Dk,Wk P Cnˆn
satisfy identity (1.2) for all k P N0. If there exists an index l P r1,8qZ such that the matrices Bl´1,
Wl´1, and Wl are invertible (in fact, Wl´1 and Wl are positive definite), then system (Sλ) is definite
on N0.
Proof. First we note that the form of the matrix Skpλq implies Ψk “ diagtWk, 0u for all k P N0
by (1.1)(iv). Let zpλq “ pxpλq, upλqqJ be any nontrivial solution of (Sλ) such that Ψk zkpλq, i.e.,
Wk xkpλq “ 0, for k P N0. By Lemma 3.3 we have to show that zpλq ” 0 on N0. From the
invertibility of Wl´1 and Wl we obtain xl´1pλq “ xlpλq “ 0. Hence
0 “ xl´1pλq “ Al´1xlpλq ` Bl´1ulpλq “ Bl´1ulpλq
and the invertibility of Bl´1 implies also ulpλq “ 0, i.e., zlpλq “ 0. Since the matrix Skpλq is invertible
for every k P N0, it follows zpλq ” 0 on N0. 
4. NONHOMOGENEOUS PROBLEM
The origin of the Weyl–Titchmarsh theory for discrete symplectic systems can be found in [9, 14],
where the system with the spectral parameter appearing only in the second equation was studied.
Recently, these results were generalized and further extended for discrete symplectic systems with
general linear dependence on the spectral parameter in [37]. Given that Weyl–Titchmarsh theory has
been established for discrete symplectic systems of the form (1.3), one can verify that these results
remain valid for the time-reversed symplectic systems (Sλ) with appropriate changes in the definition
of the semi-inner product and its weight matrix as noted in the introduction.
In this section, we take the nonhomogeneous problem into consideration as in [14, Section 5] and
begin by recalling some fundamental results from [37] which are related to the study of system (Sfλ)
and refer the reader to [37] for more details.
Throughout this section, we assume that system (Sλ) is definite on N0, and fix the matrix α P Γ,
where
Γ –
 
α P Cnˆ2n : αα˚ “ I, αJα˚ “ 0
(
.
By Φpλ, αq we denote the fundamental matrix of system (Sλ) such that Φ0pλ, αq “ pα˚, ´Jα˚q, and
we emphasize its partition into 2n ˆ n blocks by the notation Φpλ, αq – pZpλ, αq, rZpλ, αqq.
For M P Cnˆn the function
Xkpλq – Φkpλ, αq
`
I M˚
˘˚ (4.1)
represents a Weyl solution (cf. [37, Definition 2.11]), and the set
Dkpλq – tM P C
nˆn : EkpMq ď 0u, where EkpMq – iδpλqX ˚k pλqJXkpλq
and δpλq – sgnℑpλq, is said to be the Weyl disk; cf. [37, Definition 3.1]. Since system (Sλ) is assumed
to be definite on N0, the set D`pλq – limkÑ8Dkpλq exists and it is closed, convex and nonempty;
cf. [37, Definition 3.10]. It is also well known that the columns of the Weyl solution X pλq defined as
in (4.1) for k P N0 through M P D`pλq are linearly independent square summable solutions of (Sλ);
cf. [37, Theorem 4.2]. Thus system (Sλ) has at least n (the limit point case) and at most 2n (the limit
circle case) linearly independent square summable solutions.
By M`pλq we denote the half-line Weyl–Titchmarsh Mpλq-functions, defined in accordance with
[37, Remark 3.17], and note that
M˚`pλq “M`pλ¯q, λ P CzR. (4.2)
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If systems (Sλ) and (Sν), where λ, ν P CzR, are both in the limit point or in the limit circle case, then
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pλqJX
`
k pνq “ 0, (4.3)
where X`pλq and X`pνq represent Weyl solutions for systems (Sλ) and (Sν) defined by (4.1) for
k P N0, corresponding to the matrices M`pλq and M`pνq, respectively; cf. [37, Theorem 4.12].
For λ P CzR and k, l P N0 we introduce the Green function
Gk,lpλq –
#rZkpλqX`˚l pλ¯q, k P r0, lsZ,
X`k pλq
rZ˚l pλ¯q, k P rl ` 1,8qZ. (4.4)
In the literature, we also find the terminology resolvent kernel for an analogous function in the contin-
uous time case; cf. [23, page 15]. The function Gk,lpλq can be equivalently written as
Gk,lpλq “
#
X`k pλq
rZ˚l pλ¯q, l P r0, k ´ 1sZ,rZkpλqX`˚l pλ¯q, l P rk,8qZ. (4.5)
Lemma 4.1. Let α P Γ, λ P CzR, and system (Sλ) be definite on N0. Then
X`k pλq
rZ˚k pλ¯q ´ rZkpλqX`˚k pλ¯q “ J for all k P N0. (4.6)
Proof. Identity (4.6) then follows by a direct calculation from the definition of X`p¨q and identities
(2.6)(iii) and (4.2). 
In the next lemma, some fundamental properties of the Green function, Gpλq, are established. We
note that the given identities are presented in a more symmetric form, with respect to the variables k, l,
than the corresponding identities for the Green function in the case of the discrete symplectic system
with the special linear dependence on the spectral parameter given in [14, Lemma 5.1].
Lemma 4.2. Let α P Γ, λ P CzR, and system (Sλ) be definite on N0. Then the function G¨,¨pλq
possesses the following properties:
(i) G˚k,lpλq “ Gl,kpλ¯q for all k, l P N0 such that k ‰ l;
(ii) G˚k,kpλq “ Gk,kpλ¯q ` J for all k P N0;
(iii) for every k, l P N0 such that k P T plq, the function G¨,lpλq solves the homogeneous system
(Sλ) on the set T plq, where
T plq – tτ P N0 : τ ‰ lu;
(iv) Gk,kpλq “ SkpλqGk`1,kpλq ´ J for every k P N0;
(v) the columns of G¨,lpλq belong to ℓ 2ΨpN0q for every l P N0 and the columns of Gk,¨pλq belong
to ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q for every k P N0.
Proof. The first property follows directly from the definition of Gk,lpλq in (4.4). The second property
can be obtained from (4.4) by means of identity (4.6). To prove the third property, it is necessary
to distinguish between k and l in the relation: the statement follows from the fact that the functions
X`pλq and rZpλq solve system (Sλ) with respect to k. Property (iv) can be proven using the definition
of Gpλq in (4.4) and identities (4.2) and (2.6). Finally, the columns of G¨,lpλq belong to ℓ 2ΨpN0q for
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every l P N0 by the definition of the Green function, because
}G¨,lpλq ej}
2
Ψ
“ e˚j X
`
l pλ¯q
ˆ lÿ
k“0
rZ˚k pλqΨk rZkpλq˙X`˚l pλ¯q ej
` e˚j rZlpλ¯qˆ 8ÿ
k“l`1
X ˚`k pλqΨkX
`
k pλq
˙rZ˚k pλ¯q ej ă 8,
while the columns of Gk,¨pλq are in ℓ 2ΨpN0q for every k P N0 by a similar calculation and (4.5). 
We associate with the nonhomogeneous system (Sfλ) the function
zˆkpλq “
8ÿ
l“0
Gk,lpλqΨl fl, k P N0, (4.7)
which is well defined for all f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q, because the columns of Gk,¨pλq are square summable by the
previous lemma. In addition, by (4.5), we can write
zˆkpλq “
" k´1ÿ
l“0
`
8ÿ
l“k
*
Gk,lpλqΨl fl “ X
`
k pλq
k´1ÿ
l“0
rZ˚l pλ¯qΨl fl ` rZkpλq 8ÿ
l“k
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl. (4.8)
Similarly as in [14, Theorem 5.2] we show that the above defined function zˆpλq represents a square
summable solution of system (Sfλ).
Theorem 4.3. Let α P Γ, λ P CzR, f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q, and system (Sλ) be definite on N0. The function zˆpλq
defined in (4.7) solves system (Sfλ), satisfies the initial condition α z0pλq “ 0, is square summable, i.e.,
zˆpλq P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q, and it holds
}zˆpλq}Ψ ď
1
|ℑpλq|
}f}Ψ. (4.9)
In addition, if system (Sλ) is in the limit point or limit circle case for all λ P CzR, then
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pνqJ zˆkpλq “ 0 for every ν P CzR. (4.10)
Proof. The form of zˆkpλq given in (4.8) together with a similar expression of zˆk`1pλq, the facts that
X`pλq and rZpλq solve (Sλ), and identity (4.6) yield
zˆkpλq ´ Skpλq zˆk`1pλq “ X
`
k pλq
k´1ÿ
l“0
rZ˚l pλ¯qΨl fl ` rZkpλq 8ÿ
l“k
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl
´ SkpλqX
`
k`1pλq
kÿ
l“0
rZ˚l pλ¯qΨl fl ´ Skpλq rZk`1pλq 8ÿ
l“k`1
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl
“ ´
“
X`k pλq
rZ˚k pλ¯q ´ rZkpλqX`˚k pλ¯q‰Ψk fk “ ´J Ψk fk,
i.e., the function zˆpλq solves system (Sfλ). The fulfillment of the boundary condition follows by the
simple calculation
α zˆ0pλq “ α rZ0pλq 8ÿ
l“0
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl “ ´αJα
˚
8ÿ
l“0
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl “ 0,
because rZ0pλq “ ´Jα˚ and α P Γ.
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Next, we prove the estimate in (4.9) which together with the assumption f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q will imply that
zˆpλq P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q. For every r P N0 we define the function
f
rrs
k –
#
fk, k P r0, rsZ,
0, k P rr ` 1,8qZ,
and the function
zˆ
rrs
k pλq –
8ÿ
l“0
Gk,lpλqΨl fl “
rÿ
l“0
Gk,lpλqΨl fl.
The function zˆrrsk pλq solves system (Sfλ) with f replaced by f rrs. Applying the extended Lagrange
identity from Theorem 2.5, we obtain
lim
kÑ8
zˆ
rrs˚
k`1pλqJ zˆ
rrs
k`1pλq “ zˆ
rrs˚
0
pλqJ zˆ
rrs˚
0
pλq ` pλ¯´ λq
8ÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk zˆ
rrs
k pλq
`
8ÿ
k“0
f
rrs˚
k Ψk zˆ
rrs
k pλq ´
8ÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk f
rrs
k .
(4.11)
Since rZ0pλq “ ´Jα˚ and α P Γ, we see that
zˆ
rrs˚
0
pλqJ zˆ
rrs
0
pλq “
ˆ rÿ
l“0
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl
˙˚ rZ˚
0
pλqJ rZ0pλqˆ rÿ
l“0
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl
˙
“ 0,
where, for every k P rr ` 1,8qZ, we can write
zˆ
rrs
k pλq “ X
`
k pλq grpλq, where grpλq –
rÿ
l“0
rZ˚l pλ¯qΨl fl. (4.12)
This, together with the fact M`pλq P D`pλq, yields
1
λ¯´ λ
lim
kÑ8
zˆ
rrs˚
k`1pλqJ zˆ
rrs
k`1pλq “
iδpλq
2|ℑpλq|
g˚r pλq
ˆ
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k`1pλqJ X
`
k`1pλq
˙
grpλq
“
1
2|ℑpλq|
g˚r pλq
´
lim
kÑ8
Ek`1pM`pλqq
¯
grpλq ď 0.
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, Ψ ě 0, and identity (4.11), we see that
}zˆrrspλq}2
Ψ
“
8ÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk zˆ
rrs
k pλq ď
1
2iℑpλq
ˆ rÿ
k“0
f
rrs˚
k Ψk zˆ
rrs
k pλq ´
rÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk f
rrs
k
˙
ď
1
|ℑpλq|
ˇˇˇˇ rÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk f
rrs
k
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
1
|ℑpλq|
ˆ rÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk zˆ
rrs
k pλq
1˙{2ˆ rÿ
k“0
f
rrs˚
k Ψk f
rrs
k
1˙{2
ď
1
|ℑpλq|
}zˆrrspλq}Ψ }f
rrs}Ψ,
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thereby yielding the inequality
}zˆrrspλq}Ψ ď
1
|ℑpλq|
}f rrs}Ψ ď
1
|ℑpλq|
}f}Ψ. (4.13)
For any k, r P N0, we now see that
zˆkpλq ´ zˆ
rrs
k pλq “
8ÿ
l“r`1
Gk,lpλqΨl fl.
Let m P r0, rsZ be fixed. By the definition of Gpλq in (4.4), we obtain for every k P r0, msZ that
zˆkpλq ´ zˆ
rrs
k pλq “
rZkpλq 8ÿ
l“r`1
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl. (4.14)
Since the columns of X`pλ¯q and the function f belong to ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q, it follows that the right-hand side
of (4.14) tends to zero as r Ñ8 for every k P r0, msZ. Hence zˆrrs converges uniformly to the function
zˆpλq on the interval r0, msZ. We see by (4.13) that
mÿ
k“0
zˆ
rrs˚
k pλqΨk zˆ
rrs
k pλq ď }zˆ
rrspλq}2
Ψ
ď
1
|ℑpλq|2
}f}2
Ψ
.
Then, as a consequence of the uniform convergence for r Ñ8 on r0, msZ, we see that
mÿ
k“0
zˆ˚k pλqΨk zˆkpλq ď
1
|ℑpλq|2
}f}2
Ψ
. (4.15)
Upon taking the limit for mÑ8 in (4.15) the desired estimate in (4.9) follows.
Finally, to establish the existence of the limit in (4.10), assume that system (Sλ) is in the limit point
case for all λ P CzR. From the extended Lagrange identity in Theorem 2.5, for any k, r P N0, we
obtain”
X`˚j pνqJ zˆ
rrs
j pλq
ık`1
0
“ pν¯ ´ λq
kÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj zˆ
rrs
j pλq ´
kÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj f
rrs
j pλq. (4.16)
For k P rr ` 1,8qZ identity (4.12) holds, and, by (4.3), we obtain
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k`1pνqJ zˆ
rrs
k`1pλq “ lim
kÑ8
X`˚k`1pνqJ X
`
k`1pλq grpλq “ 0.
In the limit, as k Ñ8, (4.16) yields
X`˚
0
pνqJ zˆ
rrs
0
pλq “ pλ´ ν¯q
8ÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj zˆ
rrs
j pλq `
8ÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj f
rrs
j pλq. (4.17)
It was proven earlier that zˆrrspλq converges uniformly on finite subintervals of N0 as r Ñ 8. Then,
from (4.17), we see that
X`˚
0
pνqJ zˆ0pλq “ pλ´ ν¯q
8ÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj zˆjpλq `
8ÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj fjpλq. (4.18)
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On the other hand, by the extended Lagrange identity, for every k P N0, we obtain”
X`˚j pνqJ zˆjpλq
ık`1
0
“ pν¯ ´ λq
kÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj zˆjpλq ´
kÿ
j“0
X`˚j pνqΨj fjpλq. (4.19)
Letting k Ñ8 in (4.19), and using inequality (4.18), the limit in (4.10) is established.
An argument, similar to that given above, can be used in the limit circle case to show the existence
of the limit in (4.10), because all solutions of (Sλ) are square summable. However, an alternative and
more direct method of the proof is available.
By (4.8) we have for every k P N0 that
X`˚k pνqJ zˆkpλq “ X
`˚
k pνqJ X
`
k pλq
k´1ÿ
l“0
rZ˚l pλ¯qΨl fl ` X`˚k pνqJ rZkpλq 8ÿ
l“k
X`˚l pλ¯qΨl fl. (4.20)
The limit of the first term on the right-hand side in (4.20) is equal to zero because X`˚k pνqJ X`k pλq
tends to zero by (4.3) and it is multiplied by a sum which converges as k Ñ 8. The second term on
the right-hand side of (4.20) tends also to zero, because the columns of rZpλq are square summable.
This implies that the function X`˚pνqJ rZpλq is bounded and it is multiplied by a sum converging to
zero as k Ñ8; thereby establishing the limit in (4.10). 
In the last result of this section, we extend [14, Corollary 5.3] to the case of general linear depen-
dence on the spectral parameter.
Corollary 4.4. Let α P Γ, λ P CzR, f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q, and v P Cn. Let system (Sλ) be definite on N0, and
define the function
yˆkpλq – X
`
k pλq v ` zˆkpλq, k P N0, (4.21)
where zˆpλq is given in (4.7). Then, yˆpλq represents a square summable solution of system (Sfλ) satisfy-
ing the initial condition α yˆ0pλq “ v and
}yˆpλq}Ψ ď
1
|ℑpλq|
}f}Ψ ` }X
`pλq v}Ψ. (4.22)
If system (Sλ) is in the limit point or in the limit circle case for all λ P CzR, we have
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pνqJ yˆkpλq “ 0 for every ν P CzR. (4.23)
Moreover, in the limit point case, the function yˆpλq is the unique square summable solution of system
(Sfλ) satisfying α yˆ0pλq “ v, while in the limit circle case yˆpλq is the unique solution of (Sfλ) being in
ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q such that α yˆ0pλq “ v and
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pλ¯qJ yˆkpλq “ 0. (4.24)
Proof. Since X`pλq v solves system (Sλ) and Φ0pλ, αq “ pα˚, ´Jα˚q, it follows from Theorem 4.3
that yˆpλq solves the nonhomogeneous system (Sfλ) and satisfies α yˆ0pλq “ αX`0 pλq v “ v. The
estimate in (4.22) follows directly from (4.21) and (4.9) by the triangle inequality. The limit in (4.23)
follows in the limit circle or in the limit point case from (4.3), (4.10), and from the calculation
lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pνqJ yˆkpλq “ lim
kÑ8
 
X`˚k pνqJ X
`
k pλq v ` X
`˚
k pνqJ zˆkpλq
(
“ 0.
Finally, we prove the uniqueness of the solution in the limit point and in the limit circle case. As-
sume that yr1spλq and yr2spλq are two square summable solutions of (Sfλ) satisfying α yr1s0 pλq “ v “
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α y
r2s
0
pλq. Then the function ykpλq – yr1sk pλq ´ y
r2s
k pλq, k P N0, represents a square summable solu-
tion of system (Sλ), which satisfies α y0pλq “ 0. Since ypλq “ Φpλ, αq c for some c P C2n, the initial
condition α y0pλq “ 0 implies that ykpλq “ rZkpλq d for some d P Cn. If system (Sλ) is in the limit
point case, we have ypλq R ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q for d ‰ 0, because the columns of rZpλq do not belong to ℓ 2ΨpN0q
in this case; cf. [37, Theorem 4.4]. Therefore d “ 0 and the uniqueness follows. On the other hand, in
the limit circle case we obtain from the previous part of the proof, from the limit in (4.24), and from
the first identity in (2.6) that
0 “ lim
kÑ8
X`˚k pλ¯qJ Φkpλ, αq
ˆ
0
d
˙
“ lim
kÑ8
`
I M˚`pλ¯q
˘
Φ˚kpλ¯, αqJ Φkpλ, αq
ˆ
0
d
˙
“ d,
which implies the uniqueness of the solution yˆpλq also in this case. 
5. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL LINEAR RELATIONS
5.1. Linear relations and definiteness. We now return to the topic of linear relations introduced in
Section 2.4 and focus on a pair of linear relations defined in terms of the linear map, L , introduced
in (2.12) in association with the discrete symplectic system (Sλ). We point out that similar results in
association with linear Hamiltonian differential and difference systems can be found in [6,25,30]. We
first introduce the maximal linear relation, Tmax, as a subspace of ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q2 – ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0qˆ ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q defined
by
Tmax –
 
tz˜, f˜u P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q
2 | D u P z˜ such that L puq “ Ψf
(
. (5.1)
Note that when L puq “ Ψf , then L puq “ Ψg for all g P f˜ . Similarly, we define a pre-minimal linear
relation, T0, by
T0 –
 
tz˜, f˜u P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q
2 | D u P z˜ X ℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q such that L puq “ Ψf
(
Ď Tmax, (5.2)
and, by (2.16), we define
T0´λI –
 
tz˜, f˜u P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q
2 | D u P z˜Xℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q such that L puq´λΨu “ Ψf
(
Ď Tmax´λI. (5.3)
The consideration of linear relations in our current context is natural given that the weight repre-
sented by Ψ, present in (Sfλ) and the sequence spaces associated with Tmax and Tmin, has terms none
of which are positive definite, but all of which are positive semi-definite; cf. (2.2). A simple example
for (Sfλ), analogous to that found in [25, Section 2] in association with (1.4), illustrates.
Example 5.1. For the system (Sf
0
) with n “ 1, let
Sk “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
, Ψk “
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
, fk “
˜
f
r1s
k
f
r2s
k
¸
, zk “
ˆ
xk
uk
˙
, k P N0. (5.4)
Then L pzq and (Sf
0
), respectively, can be written as
L pzq “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
∆z, ∆z “
ˆ
∆x
∆u
˙
“
ˆ
0
´f r1s
˙
. (5.5)
Then, for any f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q,
z0 “ 0, zk “
ˆ
0
´
řk´1
j“0 f
r1s
j
˙
, k P N,
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is a solution of (Sf
0
) in (5.5). In particular, z P 0˜ and as a consequence, t0˜, f˜u P Tmax for any f˜ ‰ 0˜.
Hence, mulTmax, as defined in Section 2.4, is nontrivial, and Tmax, while a linear relation, is not
a linear operator. Note also that a solution of (Sf
0
) in (5.5) which is an element of ℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q of necessity
is such that xk “ 0 for all k P N0 with the consequence that domT0 “ t0˜u. △
The system (Sλ) given by (5.4) in Example 5.1 is not definite. The next result, characterizes defi-
niteness of (Sλ) in terms of the domain of Tmax.
Theorem 5.2. System (Sλ) is definite on N0 if and only if for any tz˜, f˜u P Tmax there exists a unique
u P z˜ such that L puq “ Ψf .
Proof. Assume that system (Sλ) is definite. Let tz˜, f˜u P Tmax, let zr1s, zr2s P z˜, and let y – zr1s ´ zr2s.
Then y P 0˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q, and hence Ψkyk “ 0, for all k P N0. Moreover, L pyq “ 0 implies that y is
a solution of (Sλ) for λ “ 0. Then, by Remark 3.2, the definiteness of (Sλ) implies that y “ 0.
To show the converse, assume that there is only one u P z˜ for which L puq “ Ψf , when tz˜, f˜u P
Tmax. Let I Ă N0 be a discrete finite interval such that rankϕpIq is maximal; cf. Lemma 3.8. If
rankϕpIq ă 2n, then there is η P C2nzt0u such that η˚ϕp0, Iqη “
ř
kPI η
˚Φ˚kΨkΦkη “ 0, where
Φk “ Φkp0q. If
ř
kPN0
η˚Φ˚kΨkΦkη “ 0, then u “ Φη P ℓ 2ΨpN0q. Moreover, L puq “ 0, and u P 0˜.
Given that 0 is the unique sequence in 0˜ satisfying L pzq “ 0, then u “ Φη “ 0 and as a consequence,
η “ 0, which contradicts the assumption that η ‰ 0. Hence, there is a discrete finite interval superset,pI, of I such that ϕp0, pIqη ‰ 0. As a result, kerϕppIq Ă kerϕpIq, and hence, ranϕpIq Ă ranϕppIq;
thereby contradicting the maximality of rankϕpIq. Thus, rankϕpIq “ 2n and (Sλ) is definite by
Theorem 3.9. 
Remark 5.3. Example 5.1 shows that the linear relation given by L does not determine an operator;
neither its domain is dense in ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q. Moreover, consider the definite system in (3.4) from Exam-
ple 3.4 with pk ” 1, qk ” 0, and wk ” 1 for all k P N0. If we put f0 “ p 10 q and fk “ p 00 q for k P N
with the notation fk “
`
f
r1s
k , f
r2s
k
J˘ for k P N0, then the corresponding nonhomogeneous system (Sf0),
i.e., ˆ
xk
uk
˙
“
ˆ
1 ´1
0 1
˙ˆ
xk`1
uk`1
˙
`
ˆ
0
f
r1s
k
˙
,
possesses the solution zk “ p xkuk q such that z0 “ p 01 q and zk “ p 00 q for k P N, i.e., there exists f˜ ‰ 0˜
such that t0˜, f˜u P Tmax. This shows that definiteness of system (Sλ) does not suffice to prove that
mulTmax “ t0˜u, cf. [33].
Thus, to guarantee that the linear relation defines an operator, we need to assume explicitly that
mulTmax “ t0˜u, i.e., if there exists z P 0˜ such that L pzq “ Ψf for f P ℓ 2ΨpN0q on N0, then z ” 0,
cf. [24, pg. 666]. In other words, we assume the definiteness of system (Sf
0
) for every f P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q. In
addition, this assumption implies that system (Sλ) is definite as it follows from the choice f ” 0, by
Theorem 3.9(iii) and Corollary 3.10. This assumption establishes the density of domT0 in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q,
cf. [24, Theorem 7.6]. As noted in [3], a similar assumption is also needed for operators associated
with system (1.5) in [31].
Theorem 5.4. If system (Sf
0
) is definite on N0, then domT0 is dense in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q.
Proof. Assume that domT0 is not dense in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q. Then there exists f˜ P dompT0qK such that }f}Ψ ‰
0. Let z˜ P domT0 be such that L pzq “ Ψf and y˜ P domT0 be such that L pyq “ Ψg for some
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g P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q. Then, by the extended Lagrange identity from Theorem 2.5, we obtain
xg, zyΨ ´ xy, fyΨ “ lim
kÑ8
y˚k`1J zk`1 ´ y
˚
0
J z0 “ 0,
because y, z P ℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q, i.e., we have
xg, zyΨ “ xy, fyΨ “ 0. (5.6)
Since g P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q was chosen arbitrarily and z P ℓ 2Ψ,0pN0q, we can take g “ z and the solution of
L pyq “ Ψz can be obtained as yk “ Φk J
řk´1
j“0 Φ
˚
j Ψj zj . Then, (5.6) implies that xz, zyΨ “ 0, i.e.,
Ψk zk “ 0 on N0. Thus we have L pzq “ Ψf and z P 0˜, which yields z ” 0 by the definiteness
assumption for system (Sf
0
). Then Ψk fk “ 0 on N0, i.e., f P 0˜, and the density of domT0 in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q
is thus established. 
5.2. The orthogonal decomposition of sequence spaces. Next, we introduce a linear map which
will allow an orthogonal decomposition of ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq, where I Ă N0 denotes a discrete finite interval.
First, note that the sum
ř
kPI Φ
˚
kpλ¯qΨkuk is independent of u P z˜ P ℓ˜ 2ΨpIq, and let Kλ,I denote the
linear map defined by
Kλ,I : ℓ˜
2
Ψ
pIq Ñ C2n, Kλ,Ipz˜q –
ÿ
kPI
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨkzk,
which we will abbreviate as KI when λ “ 0.
Lemma 5.5. Let I Ă N0 denote a finite discrete subinterval, and let λ P C. Then, ranKλ,I is
independent of λ P C; in particular,
ranKλ,I “ tξ P C
2n | Ψk Φkpλ¯q ξ “ 0, @ k P Iu
K “ ranϕpIq. (5.7)
Furthermore, ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq admits the following orthogonal sum decomposition:
ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq “ kerKλ,I ‘
 
z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq | z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, ξ P ranϕpIq
(
. (5.8)
Proof. For any ξ P C2n and u˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq,
xξ, Kλ,Ipu˜qyC2n “
ÿ
kPI
ξ˚Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk uk “ xΦpλ¯q ξ, uyΨ,I.
Hence, K˚λ,I : C2n Ñ ℓ˜ 2ΨpIq, where K˚λ,Ipξq “ z˜, and z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, for ξ P C2n. In particular,
ranK˚λ,I “ tz˜ P ℓ˜
2
Ψ
pIq | z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, ξ P C2nu,
and
kerK˚λ,I “ tξ P C
2n | }Φpλ¯q ξ}Ψ,I “ 0u “ tξ P C
2n | ΨkΦkpλ¯qξ “ 0, @ k P Iu.
Thus, the first of the equalities in (5.7) follows from the fact that ranKλ,I “ kerpK˚λ,IqK.
Next, note that ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq “ kerKλ,I ‘ kerpKλ,Iq
K “ kerKλ,I ‘ ranK
˚
λ,I . Let ξ P C2n, and ξ “ η` ζ ,
where η P ranKλ,I , and ζ P ranpKλ,IqK “ kerK˚λ,I . Then, let z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, u “ Φpλ¯q η, and
v “ Φpλ¯q ζ , and note that }v}Ψ,I “ }Φpλ¯q ζ}Ψ,I “ 0. Thus, v˜ “ 0˜ P ℓ˜ 2ΨpIq, and as a consequence,
z˜ “ u˜, and hence
ranK˚λ,I “ tz˜ P ℓ˜
2
Ψ
pIq | z “ Φpλ¯q η, η P ranKλ,Iu.
Thus, to complete the demonstration of (5.7) and (5.8), it remains to show that ranKλ,I “ ranϕpIq.
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Let z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq. Then z˜ “ v˜ ` u˜, where v˜ P kerKλ,I , and u “ Φpλ¯qη, where η P ranKλ,I . Then,
Kλ,Ipz˜q “ Kλ,Ipu˜q “
ÿ
kPI
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk Φkpλ¯q η “ ϕpλ, Iq η,
and hence, ranKλ,I Ď ranϕpIq. On the other hand, if ξ P C2n and z “ Φpλ¯qξ, then
ϕpλ, Iqξ “
ÿ
kPI
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk Φkpλ¯q ξ “
ÿ
kPI
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk zk “ Kλ,Ipz˜q,
thus showing that ranKλ,I “ ranϕpIq. 
In analogy with Kλ,I , we define the linear map
Kλ : ℓ˜
2
Ψ,1pN0q Ñ C
2n, Kλpz˜q –
ÿ
kPN0
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk zk,
which we abbreviate as K when λ “ 0. We note that the sum
ř
kPN0
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨkuk is independent of
u P z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q.
For the next two lemmas, recall from Lemma 3.8 (viz. (3.7)) that there is a discrete finite interval
I Ă N0 for which rankϕpIq is maximal; that is, rankϕppIq “ rankϕpIq, for any discrete finite
interval pI such that I Ď pI . By (5.7), it also follows that if I is a discrete finite interval for which
rankϕpIq is maximal, then ranKλ,pI “ ranKλ,I , when pI is a discrete finite interval for which I Ď pI .
Lemma 5.6. Let I Ă N0 be a discrete finite interval for which rankϕpIq is maximal. Then, ranKλ “
ranϕpIq, for all λ P C; in particular, ranKλ is independent of λ.
Proof. Let z˜ P domKλ “ ℓ˜ 2Ψ,1pN0q. Then, there exists an N P N0 such that Ψkzk “ 0 for k ě N ;
hence, z P ℓ2
Ψ
pr0, NsZq, and z˜ P ℓ˜ 2Ψpr0, NsZq “ domKλ,r0,NsZ . In particular, Kλ,r0,NsZpz˜q “ Kλpz˜q,
and thus, ranKλ Ď ranKλ,r0,NsZ . Without loss of generality, we may assume that I Ď r0, NsZ, and
hence that ranKλ,I “ ranKλ,r0,NsZ Ě ranKλ.
Conversely, suppose that z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pIq “ domKλ,I . Let u P ℓ 2Ψ,1pN0q be defined by
uk “
#
zk, k P I,
0, k R I.
Then, Kλ,Ipz˜q “
ř
kPI Φ
˚
kpλ¯qΨkzk “
ř
kPN0
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨkuk “ Kλpu˜q. Hence, ranKλ,I Ď ranKλ, thus
ranKλ “ ranKλ,I; which by Lemma 5.5 yields ranKλ “ ranϕpIq. 
Lemma 5.7. Let I Ă N0 be a discrete finite interval for which rankϕpIq is maximal. Then,
ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q “ kerKλ ‘
 
z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q | z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, ξ P ranϕpIq
(
and codimpkerKλq “ rankϕpIq.
Proof. In the complete analogy with the argument given in the proof of Lemma 5.5, one can show that
ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q “ kerKλ ‘ kerpKλq
K “ kerKλ ‘ ranK
˚
λ,
where
ranK˚λ “
 
z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q | z “ Φpλ¯q ξ, ξ P ranϕpIq
(
,
and that
ranpKλq
K “ kerK˚λ “ tξ P C
2n | }Φpλ¯q ξ}Ψ “ 0u “ tξ P C
2n | ΨkΦkpλ¯qξ “ 0, @ k P N0u.
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Let ξj, j “ 1, . . . , m, denote a basis for ranϕpIq “ ranKλ, let urjs – Φpλ¯qξj , and thus u˜rjs P
ranK˚λ, for j “ 1, . . . , m. Suppose that
řm
j“1 αju˜
rjs “ 0˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q. Then, ΨkΦkpλ¯qp
řm
j“1 αjξjq “ 0,
for all k P N0. As a consequence,
mÿ
j“1
αjξj P ranKλ X ranpKλq
K “ t0u,
and hence, αj “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , m; thus, u˜rjs P ranK˚λ, j “ 1, . . . , m, are independent in ℓ˜ 2Ψ,1pN0q.
Hence, codimpkerKλq “ dimpranpK˚λqq “ rankϕpIq. 
5.3. The minimal relation and its deficiency indices. Before we define the minimal linear relation
Tmin and establish the fundamental relation between Tmax and Tmin, we prove two auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 5.8. We have kerKλ Ď ranpT0 ´ λIq for every λ P C.
Proof. Let λ P C and f˜ P kerKλ Ď ℓ˜ 2Ψ,1pN0q. Then, there is N P N0 such that Ψkgk “ 0 for all k ě N
and all g P f˜ . Moreover, Kλpf˜q “
ř
kPN0
Φ˚kpλ¯qΨk gk “ 0 for all g P f˜ .
For g P f˜ , we note that
zk – ´ΦkpλqJ
8ÿ
j“k
Φ˚j pλ¯qΨjgj “
#
´ΦkpλqJ
řN´1
j“k Φ
˚
j pλ¯qΨjgj, k P r0, N ´ 1sZ,
0, k P rN,8qZ,
(5.9)
defines a sequence z P ℓ 2
Ψ
pN0q such that L pzq “ λΨz ` Ψg (cf. [19, Theorem 3.17]) for which
z0 “ ´Φ0pλqJKλpf˜q “ 0. Thus, as defined, z P ℓ 2Ψ,0pN0q and satisfies L pzq ´ λΨz “ Ψg; thereby
showing that f˜ P ranpT0 ´ λIq; cf. (5.3). 
Lemma 5.9. We have xf˜ , y˜yΨ “ xz˜, g˜yΨ for every tz˜, f˜u P T0 and ty˜, g˜u P Tmax.
Proof. Let tz˜, f˜u P T0 and ty˜, g˜u P Tmax. Let z P ℓ 2Ψ,0pN0q such that L pzq “ Ψf , and let y P ℓ 2ΨpN0q
such that L pyq “ Ψg. Then, by the extended Lagrange identity in (2.8) with λ “ ν “ 0, we see that
xz, gyΨ,r0,ksZ “ ´z
˚
j J yj
ˇˇk`1
0
`
kÿ
j“0
f˚j Ψjyj “ ´z
˚
j J yj
ˇˇk`1
0
` xf, yyΨ,r0,ksZ.
However, z P ℓ 2
Ψ,0pN0q implies that z0 “ 0 and that zk “ 0 for sufficiently large k P N0. As
a consequence we see that xz, gyΨ “ xf, yyΨ, and hence, xu, gyΨ “ xf, wyΨ for all u P z˜, and
w P y˜. 
By Lemma 5.9 and (2.14), one obtains
T0 Ď Tmax Ď T
˚
0
, (5.10)
from which we conclude that T0 is symmetric in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q2, and hence closable. We then define the
minimal operator, Tmin, by
Tmin – T0.
Another approach to defining a minimal operator is to let Tmin – T ˚max; cf. [25, Definition 2.3] and [6,
Identity (4.2)]. In the examples cited, this is equivalent to our choice of definition for Tmin. The next
theorem demonstrates this for the operators at hand. We note also that an alternative demonstration of
the next result can be patterned after that presented in [6, pp. 1354–1355] using the results in Section 4
and [6, Proposition A.2].
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Theorem 5.10. For Tmax and T0 as defined in (5.1) and (5.2), respectively,
T ˚
0
“ T ˚
min
“ Tmax. (5.11)
Proof. By (5.10), note that Tmax Ď T ˚0 “ T0˚ “ T ˚min. Thus, it remains to show that T ˚0 Ď Tmax; or
equivalently, given tz˜, f˜u P T ˚
0
, that there is a v P z˜ P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ
pN0q such that L pvq “ Ψf .
Now, let tu˜, g˜u P T0 and note that there exists y P u˜ such that y P ℓ 2Ψ,0pN0q and L pyqk “ Ψkgk for
k P N0. Next let w P CpN0q2n be a sequence such that L pwq “ Ψf , where f˜ P T ˚0 pz˜q. Then, by the
Lagrange identity (2.8), we see that xw, gyΨ,r0,ksZ “ w˚jJ yj
ˇˇk`1
0
` xf, yyΨ,r0,ksZ. Given that y0 “ 0
and the yk “ 0 for sufficiently large k P N0, we see that xw, gyΨ “ xf, yyΨ. From the definition of
T ˚
0
, note that xz˜, g˜yΨ “ xf˜ , u˜yΨ. As a consequence, xz ´ w, gyΨ “ 0 for any z P z˜ P domT ˚0 , and
any g P g˜ P ranT0. Recall from Lemma 5.8, with λ “ 0, that kerK Ď ranT0 Ď ℓ˜ 2Ψ,1pN0q. Then, for
every h P h˜ P kerK we see that xz ´ w, hyΨ “ 0, and that
ř
kPN0
Φ˚kΨk hk “ 0 (i.e., Φk “ Φkp0q);
and as a consequence, for any ξ P C2n, that
8ÿ
k“0
pzk ´ wk ´ Φk ξq
˚Ψk hk “ 0. (5.12)
Next, let I Ă N0 be a finite discrete interval such that rankϕpIq “ m ď 2n is maximal as noted
in Lemma 3.8. Then, by Lemma 5.7, we see that ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q “ kerK ‘ kerK
K and that there is a basis,
y˜r1s, . . . , y˜rms P ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q, for kerKK, in which yrjs “ Φξrjs, and where ξrjs, j “ 1, . . . , m, forms
a basis for ranϕpIq. Then, there is discrete finite interval pI “ r0, NsZ, where I Ď pI , for which
Ψk y
rjs
k “ 0, k ě N, j “ 1, . . . , m. (5.13)
Now, suppose that g˜ P kerKpI , then, for j “ 1, . . . , m,
xyrjs, gy
Ψ,pI “
ÿ
kPpI
ξrjs
˚
Φ˚kΨkgk “ ξ
rjs˚KpIpg˜q “ 0;
and thus, y˜rjs P kerpKpIqK, for j “ 1, . . . , m.
Let x P ℓ 2
Ψ,1pN0q be defined by
xk “
#
zk ´ wk, k P pI,
0, k P N0zpI,
where tz˜, f˜u P T ˚
0
and w P CpN0q2n with L pwq “ Ψf . Now, x˜ P ℓ˜ 2ΨpIq and, by Lemma 5.5, there
is v˜ P kerpKpIqK, where v “ Φη for some η P ranϕppIq, such that x˜ ´ v˜ P kerKpI . As a consequence
xx˜´ v˜, y˜rjsy
Ψ,pI “ 0 for all j “ 1, . . . , m. Then, by (5.13), we obtain, for j “ 1, . . . , m, thatÿ
kPN0
pzk ´ wk ´ Φkηq
˚Ψky
rjs
k “
ÿ
kPpI
pzk ´ wk ´ Φkηq
˚Ψky
rjs
k “ xx˜´ v˜, y˜
rjsy
Ψ,pI “ 0. (5.14)
Together, (5.12) and (5.14) show that xz ´ w ´ Φη, hyΨ “ 0 for all h P ℓ 2Ψ,1pN0q; in particular, for
hk “
#
zk1 ´ wk1 ´ Φk1η, k “ k1,
0, k P N0ztk1u.
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Thus, for any k1 P N0, we see that Ψk1pzk1 ´ wk1 ´ Φk1ηq “ 0, and hence }z ´ pw ` Φηq}Ψ “ 0. In
summary, we get that w ` Φη P z˜ where tz˜, f˜u P T ˚
0
, and further that L pw ` Φηq “ L pwq “ Ψf ;
hence, showing that T ˚
0
Ď Tmax. 
Recalling the definition of deficiency subspaces and indices from Section 2.4 (viz. (2.17), (2.18)),
let
Mλ – tz P ℓ
2
Ψ
pN0q | L pzqk “ λΨk zk, k P N0u, dλ – dimMλ,ĂMλ –  z˜ P ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q | tz˜, λz˜u P Tmax “ T ˚min(, d˜λ – dimĂMλ.
In other words, the subspace Mλ Ď ℓ 2ΨpN0q consists of all square summable solutions of (Sλ), while
dλ denotes the number of linearly independent square summable solutions of (Sλ). Then, ĂMλ “ĂMλpTminq represents the deficiency space, and d˜λ “ d˜λpTminq the deficiency index, for Tmin and
λ P C. It was shown in Theorem 5.10 that Tmin is a closed, symmetric linear relation, and hence d˜λ is
constant on each of the open upper and lower half-planes of C; cf. [32, Theorem 2.13]. Thus we let
d˜` – d˜i “ d˜λ, for λ P C`, and d˜´ – d˜´i “ d˜λ, for λ P C´. Then, with the aid of [6, Proposition A.1]
we obtain the following von Neumann decomposition of the maximal linear relation Tmax in terms of
the minimal linear relation Tmin and the defect subspaces ĂMλ and ĂMλ¯, i.e.,
Tmax “ Tmin ` ĂMλ ` ĂMλ¯,
where ĂMλ –  tz˜, λz˜u | tz˜, λz˜u P Tmax( and the direct sum ` is orthogonal if λ “ ˘i.
Assuming that rankϕpIq is maximal, as described in Lemma 3.8, we next show a relationship
between dλ and d˜λ.
Theorem 5.11. Let I Ă N0 be a discrete finite interval such that rankϕpIq is maximal. Then, for any
λ P C,
dλ “ d˜λ ` 2n´ rankϕpIq. (5.15)
Proof. Let λ P C, and z˜ P ĂMλ. Then there exists z P z˜ which solves system (Sλ), i.e., z P Mλ. With
π1 denoting the restriction of the quotient space map of Section 2.3 given by π1 – π|Mλ : Mλ Ñ ĂMλ,
we note that
ker π1 “ tz P ℓ
2
Ψ
pN0q | L pzqk “ λΨk zk and Ψk zk “ 0 for k P N0u.
Then z P ker π1 if and only if z “ Φξ for some ξ P
Ş
nPN0
kerϕpr0, nsZq “ kerϕpIq. Hence
dimpker π1q “ dimpkerϕpIqq “ 2n´ rankϕpIq. Since the map π1 is surjective,
dimMλ “ dimĂMλ ` dimpker π1q,
which implies (5.15). 
The following properties for dλ and d˜λ are a direct consequence of (5.15).
Corollary 5.12. Let λ P C. Then,
(i) d˜λ “ dλ if and only if system (Sλ) is definite on N0;
(ii) dλ ´ d˜λ is nonnegative and constant for λ P C;
(iii) dλ is constant in C` – tλ P C | ℑpλq ą 0u and in C´ – tλ P C | ℑpλq ă 0u.
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Proof. The first statement follows directly from (5.15) and Theorem 3.9, while the second statement
is a consequence of (5.15) and Lemma 3.7. Since the linear relation T0 is symmetric (cf. (5.10)), the
number d˜λ is constant in C` and C´ by [32, Theorem 2.13]. Hence, the value of dλ is also constant
in C` and C´ by Theorem 5.11, and by the independence of rankϕpIq on the value of λ established
in Lemma 3.7. 
Remark 5.13. The last statement of Corollary 5.12 extends the enumeration and analysis of linearly
independent square summable solutions for system (Sλ) found in [37] (viz. [37, Theorem 4.9]) by
showing that rpλq defined in [37, Identity (4.1)] is constant in C` and C´.
Theorem 5.14. For λ P C we have
kerpTmin ´ λIq “ t0˜u. (5.16)
Moreover, for every λ P R we have d˜λ ď d˜˘.
Proof. First, note that ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q is dense in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q. Then, for λ P C and f˜ P ℓ˜ 2Ψ,1pN0q, and with z P
ℓ 2
Ψ,1pN0q as defined in (5.9), we note, by the construction given in Lemma 5.8, that tz˜, f˜u P Tmax´λI .
This shows that ℓ˜ 2
Ψ,1pN0q Ď ranpTmax´λIq and hence that ranpTmax´λIq is dense in ℓ˜ 2ΨpN0q for any
λ P C. As a consequence of (5.11), we get that kerpTmin ´ λIq “ ranpTmax ´ λ¯IqK “ t0˜u.
The remaining assertion follows from [25, Lemma 2.25] and (5.16), as noted in the comments
associated with (2.19) at the end of Section 2.4. 
By Corollary 3.10, Corollary 5.12(i), and Theorem 5.14 we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 5.15. When system (Sλ) is definite on N0, then dλ ď d˘ for any λ P R.
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